
A REVIEW OF THE LOVE SONG OF J ALFRED PRUFROCK BY T S ELIOT

carriagehouseautoresto.com wrote his dubious love song in /11 but carriagehouseautoresto.com Prufrock didn't appear
in print until June , when editor Harriet Monroe, with.

Eliot begins his poem with what is by any standards a linguistic misjudgement and might seem just a comic
stroke â€” to include of all things a pronominal initial in the name, as one might on an official form, in the title
of a love poem; but he then goes on in his portrait of indecisiveness to make the fallibilities of such uncertain
judgement seem terrible as well as comical. So, for example, loose iambic pentameter, tetrameter and trimeter
pop up now and again to help keep the poem on track as it heads out into the yellow fog of the cityscape.
There is no resurrection from the death which has undone him, and this is one meaning of the epigraph from
Dante. There is also another Hamlet-like dimension to Prufrock: fearful anticipation and retrospective excuses
for failure , coupled with self-laceration. And should I then presume? Instead of trying to relate the fragments
of the poem to such a world, one should regard them as projections of various states of feeling, some of them
contradictory, all originating in a single mind. But how much of this is fiction dreamt up by a forlorn man past
his best, who is constantly frustrated because It is impossible to say just what I mean! In that, the reader is
granted the power to do as he pleases with Prufrock's love song. To link the major paragraphs, Eliot makes use
of sporadic word-repetition, which in Prufrock is a more significant device than rhyme. Prufrock â€” the
women talking of Michelangelo. Small wonder then that the defining feature of Modern culture is doubt. The
presiding image is of a dream labyrinth the landscape, the fog, the streets, the sea , an image created by an
uncertain mind vainly endeavouring to find itself. This encounter follows Dante's meeting with Ulysses , who
himself is also condemned to the circle of the Fraudulent. The sources of difficulty are easy enough to
identify. The only place in which all these different locations could exist together is in the mind of the speaker.
Where does, where did, this path lead? Another interesting feature of the poem is that while there is often little
sense of logical continuity between its parts, Eliot pays detailed attention to syntactical continuity. It was a
good question. We have lingered in the chambers of the sea By sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and
brown Till human voices wake us, and we drown As you can see from that brief exercise, the language that
Eliot uses here has certainly had at least a superficial impact on the culture. It seems to be some perception of
this which keeps him in his room, content to imagine himself going through the streets, ascending the lady's
stair, and telling her "all," like Lazarus back from the dead. No fewer than twenty-one lines are introduced by
and, which introduces seven of the verse-paragraphs. The parquet tiles are coming unglued. It is modern in
theme because it expresses the confusion and indecision arising from the self-doubt of modern man facing a
world in which the traditional religious and social certainties were losing force. In this case, the personality of
Alfred J. Note the fact that lines vary from 3 syllables to 20 lines 45 and , and with well placed enjambment
the reader's ability to scan and understand can be tested to the full. This Eliot was the face of the oppressive
canon â€” a moralizing scold, the very antithesis of the poet whose voice had set off waves of overwhelmed
sensation in me not long before. The light is low. Freud opined that we are simply the product of the interplay
between id, ego and superego. Alfred Prufrock, by T. The inescapability of social conventions and the stifling
prescriptions of polite decorum constitute a new kind of infernal entrapment. Eliot exultantly discovered how
to represent his emotions without being mastered by them, it's not an unmediated outburst but an analytic
diagnosis in patterned language. And the afternoon, the evening, sleeps so peacefully! He posits, alternatively,
that the role of Guido in the analogy is indeed filled by Prufrock, but that the role of Dante is filled by you, the
reader, as in "Let us go then, you and I" 1. That is not it, at all. Eliot sustained his interest in fragmentation and
its applications throughout his career, and his use of the technique changes in important ways across his body
of work: Here, the subjects undergoing fragmentation and reassembly are mental focus and certain sets of
imagery; in The Waste Land, it is modern culture that splinters; in the Four Quartets we find the fragments of
attempted philosophical systems. Here too Prufrock meets the mark. He speaks, not to alter this situation, but
to extract from it the pattern of his life.


